
measurement quantity

161 498,4 3 825,0 21,9

1 Khorezm region
Production of sauce from fruits and 

vegetables, production of pickled 
(tomatoes, stewing) products

tonn 6--8 7,6 65 19 60

Yangibazar district specializes mainly in the production of agricultural products, and 

cultivated agricultural products, mainly tomatoes, are the necessary raw materials 

for the product produced within the framework of the bodiring project. When 

implementing the project, both the internal and external demand for these products 

was taken into account. 

2 Khorezm region
Organization of the pet complex, 

processing meat products, production of 
sausages

tonn 600-650 8,1 80 14 60

As of 1 January 2023, the district has 83,419 tonnes of large-horned black cattle, 

19,850 tonnes of sheep goats and 12,837 tonnes of meat products. These products 

act as raw materials in the implementation of the project. Today, ushub products are 

not processed. As a result of the implementation of this project, meat processing, 

finished products, sausage products, packaged meat are produced in an industrial 

manner.

3 Khorezm region Production of non-woven products tonn 13-14 11,2 45 15 72
Necessary for the production of products, polypropylene, polyamide, polister, 

polyetelen., nit, volokno, klei med, clay are brought from the Republic of 

Karakalpakstan and processed in the district and added value is created. 

4 Khorezm region Fruit juice production and packaging tonn
2750/
6000 

8,6 66 20 60

Agricultural products grown in the yangibazar district are the necessary raw 

materials for the production of mainly apples, peaches, cherries, apricots, cherries, 

strawberries. When implementing the project, both the internal and external 

demand for these products was taken into account. 

5 Khorezm region Starch production tonn 10000 8,7 59 13 72

Agricultural products grown in the yangibazar district are the necessary raw 

materials for the production of mainly wheat, rice, barley, corn. In addition, starch is 

widely used in the pharmaceutical and food industries. When implementing the 

project, both the internal and external demand for these products was taken into 

account. 

6 Khorezm region Production of Gazobeton and gazoblock Cube 150 3,4 50 15 36
Cement, gypsum, lime, which is necessary for the production of products, are 

imported from the Republic of Karakalpakstan. Sand raw exists in the Khorezm 

region itself. 

7 Khorezm region
Production and packaging of different 

types of confectionery
kg

150-200
100-450 

3,7 42 19 48

Flour, sugar products from which Khorezm is produced are the necessary raw 

materials for the product produced under the project. When implementing the 

project, both the internal and external demand for these products was taken into 

account.

8 Khorezm region
Establishing the production of varnish 

and paint products
kg 200-1500 2,1 30 15 60

Paint products have a large market share in the building materials industry. When 

proposing a project, internal demand was taken into account.

Pigments (titanium dioxide, zinc oxide, solutions, mineral turpetin, tar and various 

additives)

9 Khorezm region
Production of personal hygiene and 

laundry products and perfumery 
products

kg

300-1000 / 
2000,

3000-3600
 3000-10000 

3,1 25 12 48

Necessary for the production of products, sodium and potassium hydroxide, ordinary 

salt, vegetable oil, deionized water are available in the Khorezm region.  Also, active 

and foaming substances, fatty alcohols, preservatives, transparencies, 

antipersipirants, sodium chlorine, limestone are imported from different regions of 

the Republic. 

Investment projects developed based on the results of the analysis of the economic potential of the Khorezm region

Khorezm region

IRR 
(%)

PP Note

Capasity
Project cost 

(million dollars)
Jobs№ Project nameRegion



10 Khorezm region Pollen production kg 200-300 2,5 30 17 84
Polypropylene, polyvinyl chloride, which is necessary for the production of products, 

is brought from the Republic of Karakalpakstan and processed in the district and 

added value is created. 

11 Khorezm region Production of PE hose and plastic gutter kg 800-1500 1,8 15 18 60
Polypropylene, polyvinyl chloride, which is necessary for the production of products, 

is brought from the Republic of Karakalpakstan and processed in the district and 

added value is created. 

12 Khorezm region Production of electrical wires km 3000-3500 2,5 35 19 48
Plastic, polypropylene, polyvinyl chloride necessary for the production of products 

are brought from the Republic of Karakalpakstan and aluminum and copper metals 

from the Navoi region and processed in the district and added value is created. 

13 Khorezm region
Production and packaging of yogurt, 

yogurt, kefir, cream, sour cream, cottage 
cheese, cheese by processing milk

tonne 2 3,1 25 21 60

Agricultural products grown in the yangibazar district, mainly milk, are the 

necessary raw materials for the product produced within the project. The district 

produced 89,552 tonnes of dairy products in 2022 but has not been processed. When 

implementing the project, both the internal and external demand for these products 

was taken into account. 

14 Khorezm region
Production of containers and plastic 
containers for storing food products 

(Lunch box) from PP
kg

1500-7000,
750

0,7 20 18 84
Polypropylene, polyvinyl chloride, which is necessary for the production of products, 

is brought from the Republic of Karakalpakstan and processed in the district and 

added value is created. 

15 Khorezm region Production of fruit and potato chips kg 500 0,8 16 24 60

Agricultural products grown in the yangibazar district, mainly fruits and potatoes, 

are the necessary raw materials for the product produced within the project. The 

district produced 14,892.0 tonnes of fruit and 15,170 tonnes of potato in 2022, but 

has not been processed. When implementing the project, both the internal and 

external demand for these products was taken into account. 

16 Khorezm region
Production of products such as electrical 

appliances socket, viklyuchatel, carob
pcs

20-30 ,
12-15,
20-30,
15-20 

2,6 25 21 84
Electrical appliances have a large market share in the building materials industry. 

When proposing a project, internal demand was taken into account.

17 Khorezm region Production of dried fruits and vegetables kg 200-2000 0,7 12 22 48

Agricultural products grown in the yangibazar district, mainly fruits and potatoes, 

are the necessary raw materials for the product produced within the project. The 

district produced 14,892.0 tonnes of fruit products in 2022 but has not been 

processed. When implementing the project, both the internal and external demand 

for these products was taken into account. 

18 Khorezm region
Diaper production for children and 

women
pcs

350 ,
800 ,

2,0 22 24 48
There is a plan to produce a non-woven product in the district. Processing the 

product produced according to the plan as a lime product plays a big role in boosting 

the district's economy.

19 Khorezm region Laminate floor production kv meter 2000000 1,0 15 23 36
MDF products have a large market share in the building materials industry. When 

proposing a project, internal demand was taken into account.

20 Khorezm region PVC profile production kg 120-300 3,9 30 13 60
Polypropylene, polyvinyl chloride, which is necessary for the production of products, 

is brought from the Republic of Karakalpakstan and processed in the district and 

added value is created. 



21 Khorezm region Wet napkin production box 40-50 1,0 18 15 60
Polypropylene, polyvinyl chloride, which is necessary for the production of products, 

is brought from the Republic of Karakalpakstan and processed in the district and 

added value is created. 

22 Khorezm region Wheat flour production tonne 60 0,5 30 17 60

Agricultural products grown in the yangibazar district, mainly wheat, are the 

necessary raw materials for the product produced under the project. The district 

produced 26,020.0 tonnes of wheat products in 2022 but not processed. When 

implementing the project, the internal demand for these products was taken into 

account. 

23 Khorezm region Rubber shoes manufacture pair 400 0,2 15 25 60
Rubber products have a large market share in the light industry. When proposing a 

project, internal demand was taken into account.

24 Khorezm region
Organization of a fishing complex and 

processing of fish
tonn 40 1,0 30 21,3 84

Since the amudarya flows through the territory of the district, there are natural 

conditions and opportunities for the development of fishing aquaculture

25 Khorezm region Production of biogumus tonne 149618.7 0,6 30 18 60
The district produces a product that increases soil yield by at least 2 times, the 

processing backs of the manure of the existing 83419 large-horned black moles are 3-

4 times more efficient than mineral fertilizers. 

26 Khorezm region
Production of wooden plates (DSP) and 

(MDF) 
cubic meter

50,000
30,000

3,9 35 18 36

In the district, existing gooseberry, cane and wood plank waste are used as raw 

materials for the production of products. In addition, it is possible to increase the 

production capacity of MDF and DSP products by organizing povlonia plantations in 

the district

27 Khorezm region
Production of electric and gasoline 

tracked motorcycles
pcs 15 0,8 25 28 36

Within the framework of this project, the main details necessary for the production 

of products were imported and reassembled at the plant. After the implementation 

of the project, the localization of the products necessary for the production of 

products begins 

28 Khorezm region Omuxta em, kunjara production tonne 30 2,8 30 28 36
Wheat grown in the district, mackerel oats, rice, Mahta seeds act as the necessary 

raw materials for the production of omuxta feed. In addition, today the domestic 

demand for these products is high.

29 Khorezm region Licorice root processing kg 300 0,9 20 25 36

The licorice plant, which grows naturally in the territory of the Khorezm region and 

Yangibazar, is the necessary raw material for the products produced within the 

project. The implementation of the project took into account the internal and 

external demand for these products

30 Khorezm region
Production of concealer goods (Pen, Pen, 
scissors, paper clip (violin), trash cans)

pcs
110000, 

900000, 8500
1,5 20 20 60

Chancellery goods have a large market share in the Light Industry Industry. When 

proposing a project, internal demand was taken into account.

31 Khorezm region
Make different types of textile products 

from spanbond chiiarish
kg 500 0,9 37 25 60

In the yangibazar district, the implementation of a project for the production of non-

woven products is established, and the raw materials necessary for the 

implementation of the project are produced in the Tumma itself. 



32 Khorezm region Production of plumbing products pcs 200 1,1 15 25 48
Polyvinyl chloride, plastic, copper, steel, iron raw materials necessary for the 

production of products are imported from the regions and the Republic of 

Karakalpakstan.

33 Khorezm region
Production of agricultural techniques 

(motocultivator, motoblock)
pcs 185 0,8 20 18 60

In this factory, which is organized in the district, the necessary dvigitels and basic 

details for the production are imported. After the implementation of the project, 

work is carried out to localize the necessary details from the production of the 

product keiny. 

34 Khorezm region Toner production for printers kg 50 1,6 12 16 72
Printer toners are being re-introduced to the domestic market mainly through 

imports to our country.

35 Khorezm region Margarine production kg 400 0,9 10 32 36
The margarine product is one of the main products used in the daily lifestyle of the 

population.

36 Khorezm region Fuel production from plastic waste litres 300 0,7 25 29 72
Existing waste landfills in the yangibazar district and Urgench districts serve as the 

necessary raw materials in the implementation of the project. 

37 Khorezm region Waste processing tonn 50 0,9 23 16 60
Existing waste landfills in the yangibazar district and Urgench districts serve as the 

necessary raw materials in the implementation of the project. 

38 Khorezm region Production of paint for fabrics kg 45 0,6 17 16 72
Paints for fabrics are being realized in our country mainly through imports to the 

domestic market.

39 Khorezm region
Production of wooden door and door 

huts
pcs 100 0,8 30 28 48

When proposing the project, internal demand was taken into account. Its raw 

materials are mainly made up of imported products.

40 Khorezm region Dry and pressed co-production kg 4000 0,6 10 25 48
 Hamirturishmahsuloti is one of the main products used in the daily lifestyle of the 

population.

41 Khorezm region
Processing pomegranate (natural juice, 

nectar, carbonated soft drink, 
pomegranate peel powder)

tonne 12.июн 4,9 110 18 60
Residents of the district have skills in pomegranate cultivation and care. A quarter of 

the pomegranate fruit grown in the region corresponds precisely to the contribution 

of the Khiva district. 

42 Khorezm region
Manufacture of briquettes from cotton 

stems
tonne 10250 3,0 70 15 48

The demand for this type of product was high when provincial imports were studied



43 Khorezm region Fabric finishing and painting tonn 10800 3,0 85 14 36
in order to study the economic situation of the district, a survey was carried out with 

local entrepreneurs and found out: the demand for this type of product is high, but it 

turned out that there are no producers of these

44 Khorezm region Meat processing Golova\Chas 150 2,4 50 29 48
based on district and provincial import analysis, it was determined that this project 

was needed by the district 

45 Khorezm region
Linoleum and laminate flooring 

production
meter sq. 4800000 3,4 30 35 60

The district does not have a recycling industry of decommissioned paper. A paper 

receiving center will be established for Khiva district and Khiva city, Khoshkopir and 

Urganch districts, and on this basis, cardboard papers will be processed 

46 Khorezm region
Organization of the service of 

agrologistics
tonn 8000 4,0 40 19 60

Considering that the district is mainly specialized in agriculture, this settlement was 

chosen for the presence of the population demand for logistics service of these 

products

47 Khorezm region Car tire processing tonne/hour 10 1,8 11 13 72 The demand for this type of product was high when provincial imports were studied

48 Khorezm region Drying fruits by sublimation method tonn 492 2,6 51 24 48
in order to study the economic situation of the district, a survey was carried out with 

local entrepreneurs and found out: the demand for this type of product is high, but it 

turned out that there are no producers of these

49 Khorezm region
Production of shower cabin, acrylic bath 

and plumbing tools
pcs 200000 5,8 45 36 72

There is a cotton cluster in Khiva district however the dyeing and finishing of the 

fabric has not been established. The finished product is realizable to the domestic 

and foreign markets.

50 Khorezm region
Production of disposable containers by 

paper processing 
tonne 2250 5,8 200 19 72

There is no processing enterprise for the stem of cotton grown in the district, and the 

level of processing of the STEM is 0% in addition, the full territory of the district is 

not gassed, and the gas supply does not provide enough gas pressure to the 

population in the district during the winter

51 Khorezm region
Production of synthephone,Salafain, 

machalka Gupta
tonne 220 1,6 48 19 48

The reason for the pandemic has increased internal and external demand for 

disposable dishes, and the Khorezm region currently does not have such a project

52 Khorezm region Diluted glass production tonne 216 1,3 50 16 48
The demand for this type of product was high when provincial imports were studied

53 Khorezm region

Different types of kishlok Farm Lake Tool 
Equipment (bel, hoe)

various tools used in the construction 
process (spatula, roller,brush)

pcs 320000 2,3 98 26 48 The demand for this type of product was high when provincial imports were studied



54 Khorezm region Production of insulation XPS panels
kilograms/ho

ur
600 2,5 11 15 72

The level of processing of car tires, which are out of use in the district, is 0

A tire receiving center is established throughout the region, and on this basis the 

tires are processed and a granule is obtained in it

55 Khorezm region Foil production tonn 610 1,3 90 21 48
The demand for insulation XPS panels for heating houses and objects in the 

population is increasing, which causes the gas pressure in the winter season to be 

low

56 Khorezm region

The production of metal doors and grilles 
according to the European standard and

Production of hand grips and various 
metal shapes from nickel product

pcs/year 3000 3,8 10 25 60
In Khiva district, it was found that the demand for this type of products is high, and 

the reason why the foil can be used as raw materials from other productions is that 

the demand for this product is high

57 Khorezm region Shoe production pair 480000 2,2 20 20 60
The demand for this type of product was high when provincial imports were studied

58 Khorezm region Production of electrical wires meter / hour 2000 5,5 40 22 60
The wire, which is in high demand in construction, is completely imported from 

other deities. High demand in the domestic market

59 Khorezm region Motor oil processing tons\day 20 1,3 16 22 60
The demand for this type of product was high when provincial imports were studied

60 Khorezm region
Production of rubber plates for children 

and sports grounds
tons\hours 1 1,2 6 15 12

At the district and regional level, the presence of a large stock of raw materials of this 

type, however, there is no processing enterprise 

61 Khorezm region Salnik production pcs\day 50000 1,3 10 19 60
The district will have a large stock of granules obtained through the processing of car 

tires, and through it the internal and external demand for the production of this type 

of product will increase

62 Khorezm region
Furniture and orthopedic mattress 

production
pcs/day 90 4,0 30 29 48

At the district and regional level, the presence of a large stock of raw materials of this 

type has been determined that however, processing does not exist

63 Khorezm region

Production and packaging of yogurt, 
yogurt, kefir, cream, margarine, sour 
cream, cottage cheese, cheese milk 

powder by processing milk 

tons\day 6000 4,0 10 25 48 The demand for this type of product was high when provincial imports were studied

64 Khorezm region
Liquefied and gaseous
 oxygen production

 Nm3 / hour 200 1,8 13 17 60
The manufacturer of this type of product in the provincial cross section is not majud 

but the demand for this product was high when provincial imports were studied



65 Khorezm region
Production of plastic products by 
recycling PE / PP waste products

kilograms\ho
urs

500 2,1 12 16 60

This project is being offered mainly on the carpet, which takes into account domestic 

demand. No more hom-materials are needed for the project. Currently, industrial 

enterprises, hospitals and other organizations are buying liquefied and gaseous 

oxygen from the Bukhara region.

66 Khorezm region Artificial marble production
meter\ sq. 

annual
270000 0,8 10 27 48

There are no enterprises that process this type of products in the region however 

there is a waste reserve of this product in the district and neighboring districts

67 Khorezm region
Organization of the production of wet 

wipes
thousand 

pieces / min
7 1,4 20 19 48

There are no Enterprises in the region that process this type of product however, the 

demand for the product has been high

68 Khorezm region Production of Steklovata tons\annual 10000 2,0 100 17 60
The reason for the low gas pressure in the winter season is the growing demand for 

water heating boilers, which the population operates using electricity for home 

heating

69 Khorezm region
production of mineral water and drinks 

(with a container) 
liter\day 50000 1,2 10 20 48

The demand for this type of product was high when provincial imports were studied

70 Khorezm region Pasta production tons\per year 2400 1,1 15 17 48
There are no production projects of this type of products in the district however 

domestic demand is high and if the project starts, the demand of the districts can be 

met 

71 Khorezm region Production of oil filters for cars pcs 1440000 1,5 40 14 60
in order to study the economic situation of the district, a survey was carried out with 

local entrepreneurs and found out: the demand for this type of product is high, but it 

turned out that there are no producers of these

72 Khorezm region Processing carrots and obtaining juice tons\day 2 1,1 8 22 24
in order to study the economic situation of the district, a survey was carried out with 

local entrepreneurs and found out: the demand for this type of product is high, but it 

turned out that there are no producers of these

73 Khorezm region Alyukobond production from aluminum m2 / year 1320000 1,3 20 19 48 The demand for this type of product was high when provincial imports were studied

74 Khorezm region Production of metal cutting abrasive disc pcs\day 6600 1,3 16-18 16 60
in order to study the economic situation of the district, a survey was carried out with 

local entrepreneurs and found out: the demand for this type of product is high, but it 

turned out that there are no producers of these

75 Khorezm region
Elistic bandage and tiled modern plaster 

from it, make-up remover production
pcs/hour 900 1,3 20 17 48

There is no stock of raw materials imported from other gods sold to the domestic and 

foreign market



76 Khorezm region
Fabric (banner)production from 

polypropylene, blinds and Stretch ceilings 
(natyajnie)

pcs/hour 6000 1,3 15 36 60
in order to study the economic situation of the district, a survey was carried out with 

local entrepreneurs and found out: the demand for this type of product is high, but it 

turned out that there are no producers of these

77 Khorezm region Production of sweets of any variety tons\annual 2100 1,1 11 19 48
At the district and regional level, the presence of a large stock of this type of raw 

materials (60 thousand tons in the district), however, it turned out that the 

performance rate is 0% \

78 Khorezm region
Production of polypropylene bags and 

push-ups
pcs\day 15000 1,3 14 15 36

in order to study the economic situation of the district, a survey was carried out with 

local entrepreneurs and found out: the demand for this type of product is high, but it 

turned out that there are no producers of these

79 Khorezm region Production of MDF products tonne 287 8,8 75 28 48
At the district and regional level, the presence of a large stock of this type of raw 

materials has been found, however, to say that the performance rate is 0% 

80 Khorezm region
Production of computer box (keys) and 

multifunctional wire extender(pilot)
PCs.daily 500 1,7 13 18 60

When the domestic demand of the region is studied, the demand for products of this 

type is higher, in addition, the demand of public procurement for products of this 

type from electro Technics species is higher

81 Khorezm region
Kilish set up a 100 megawatt kuvvatts 

wind farm
mln kW 360 120,0 20 14 84

In 1 year there are 300 bridal days, and this is enough to get a solid energy. 

Removable electricity-energy is aimed at coping the advantages of industrial 

enterprises, which are used in the industry and the new establishment.

82 Khorezm region
Kora metal roll profnastil kilish up dyeing 

for kilish
m2 5250000 5,3 27 26,1 48

TMZ raw materials are processed in kayta, and the domestic market for pressing the 

urn of imported products is subject to a realisation lock.

83 Khorezm region Ondulin production m2 500000 5,2 22 25 48
maculature, bitumen and pigments are purchased from the domestic market. And 

ready-made products are absorbed into the domestic and foreign markets 

realizations.

84 Khorezm region Autoclave gazoblock development pcs 2000000 5,2 20 17 45
Cumin, lime, cement and aluminum powder are purchased from the domestic 

market. Ready-made raw materials are absorbed into the domestic kurilish markets 

for realisation.

85 Khorezm region
Making and dyeing knitted products 

(fabric) burn wool 
m2 4500000 5,1 37 15 36

Ip-kalava is purchased from domestic markets. Ready-made fabrics are absorbed by 

realism to domestic and foreign markets.

86 Khorezm region
Development of rakovina and 

chashagenuya from plastic
pcs 300000 2,0 10 17,5 27

Polyethylene and polypropylene granule are obtained from the chemical complex 

UzKorGasChemical and Shurtangaz. Ready-made products, on the other hand, are 

absorbed into the domestic and foreign markets. This type of product is 2-3 times 

cheaper than its ceramic counterparts, and the hamyonbob bulish is expected.



87 Khorezm region Recreation and tourism zone client 90000 2,0 20 15 40
To increase the tourist health of the district, maksadida Kul buyida kilish established 

recreational retreats. This settlement serves to mine the extirpations of the Mahalli 

and foreign tourists.

88 Khorezm region
Sok and Djem Hamda çankok from fruit 
and vegetable pressed fruit aromas for 

drinks - emulsions production
tonn 6000 1,5 15 33 36

The main raw material base of fruit vegetables is obtained. Ready-made products are 

shrunk in realism to domestic and foreign markets.

89 Khorezm region
Production of polypropylene film and 

cellular polycarbonate lists
meter 30000 1,2 10 30 36

Using UzKorGasChemical polycarbonate granule, there is an opportunity to make 

polycarbonate plenka and cellular polycarbonate lists. Now, due to the high demand 

for this type of product, imports from China are in kilinmok.

90 Khorezm region
Production of electrical engineering 

products (electric automatic and 
puscatel)

pcs 200000 1,2 15 12 32
Metal clamps are made by stamping, while plastic clamps are made by 

Thermoplastavtomat kumig. All kisms are rolled up, and ready-made products are 

folded into ikchi and realizations to external markets.

91 Khorezm region
Manufacture of yoghurt-plastic 

composite materials
m3 5000 1,1 18 31 36

Polyethylene granule is obtained from the uzkorgaschemical or Shurtangaz chemical 

complex. Yogoch chikindi applique is harvested from the mahalliy market. Ready-

made products are absorbed into the domestic markets by realism.

92 Khorezm region
Production of metal doors in European 

style
pcs 1200 1,1 10 20 36

Now we will transfer the original doors and Gates, which are being developed from 

iron, to the European style and enrich the market with new types of modern 

products.  

93 Khorezm region
Cutting up the processing of ceramic 

blocks
pcs 1800000 1,1 15 25 36

At the base of the existing gisht plant, the production of large curling cattle several 

times from khajm Jihat to gisht consists of burning the burn to the tune. In the 

production of ceramic blocks, the raw material of ham gisht - soil-is used. The 

development of this product will significantly save raw materials, vaccine and energy 

resources for the developer.

94 Khorezm region
Organization of trade kungil ochar 

complex (hypermarket )
client 200000 1,1 12 25 28

To increase the tourist economy of the district maksadi set up a modern 

hypermarket kilish and mining the extirpations of the spiritual morality.

95 Khorezm region Gusht-bone and balik develop it tonn 3000 1,1 10 36 36

Today, the head and foot paws of broiler chicks are sold cheaply to balickery cells. 

Converting these kisms into gusht-bone meal will help to first click on the import urn 

and save currency, while on the second hand, barcaror will bring income as a new 

activity in khudud.

96 Khorezm region
Production of mineral ugit from moles 

and poultry droppings
tonn 15000 0,9 15 13 36

Coramol fungi and poultry droppings are processed in kayta. Ready-made products 

kill the realization of farmer and dexkon cells

97 Khorezm region Kilish up landscape design service order 2000 0,6 20 25 35
Mining extirpations of district ethics and legal entities in landscape design Sox and 

creating new trends in Sox



98 Khorezm region Nail and setka-rabitsa production ton/m2 1800 /60000 0,5 12 22 36
Wire products are purchased in the domestic market. Ready-made products, on the 

other hand, are destined to encapsulate the maximum market advantages.

99 Khorezm region
Kilish up a fast charging station for 

electric cars
kVt/ year 18576000 0,5 5 27 36 The district uses a power grid line. Electric vehicles in the district are serviced.

100 Khorezm region
Manufacture of table and interior 

products from yoghurt and epoxy Tar
pcs 27000 0,5 5 25 36

Decorative yoghurts and epoxy Tar caviar are obtained from the market. Ready-

made products are absorbed into the domestic markets by realism. 

101 Khorezm region
The production of sliding panels from the 

tunic
m2 132000 0,3 5 20 33

Tunic and profnastic products are available from the domestic market. Ready-made 

products hams bring realism to the domestic market.

102 Khorezm region
Production of wooden windows and 
doors based on German technology

m2 15000 0,3 7 37 24
Different from traditional carpentry, the wok European-style windows and plantings 

are designed with cushioning and intensive processing. Ready-made products, on the 

other hand, provide increased racobate in the domestic market.

103 Khorezm region
Production of anti-sunlight and whitening 

creams
pcs 250000 0,3 12 17 36

the necessary raw materials are obtained from domestic and foreign markets. Ready-

made raw materials are absorbed into the domestic and foreign markets.

104 Khorezm region

Accounting, consulting, consulting, 
customs brokerage services coursework 

architecture and design services 
coursework Center

client 15840 0,3 10 24 36
Implementation of consulting and consulting services in matters related to finance 

and business, construction and design, Customs and halcaro trade of district 

entrepreneurs and entrepreneurs

105 Khorezm region Preparation of natyazhnoy potolok m2 100000 0,3 5 22 35
The OK color material is prepared using a special printer to match the size of the 

flower print. In the district, the service for the removal of bulgan extyoj to this 

kurilish material is used.

106 Khorezm region Milk processing kg 600 0,3 5 24 36
The milk extracted from the Mahalli cattle is reduced to the realisation of the dairy 

markets. 

107 Khorezm region
Production of shovels and other working 

weapons from rail materials
pcs 120000 0,2 15 23 36

Secondary rails are taken from ikchi bazardagn. Ready-made products now print the 

urn of products imported from Xioi.

108 Khorezm region Kilish up to work in poultry patini kayta tonne 1200 0,4 10 30 36
Sufficient raw material base in the district. Ready-made products kill realism to 

domestic markets



109 Khorezm region
Production of furniture products in the 

style of hai-tek
pcs 13200 0,6 8 12 60

The current trend is the high demand in the domestic market for furniture in the 

style of high-tech. For this reason, the need to switch from the traditional style to this 

style and introduce new technologies is at an end.

110 Khorezm region
Drying, packaging and sale of fruits and 

vegetables
tonn 300 0,2 6 30 48

On the Issyk days of summer, urik, apple, grape Hamda Bashkir fruits and vegetables 

ripen and become wasted in the ripeness of the ground. Effective use of such a 

situation in maksadi to arrange them in good conditions will bring income from the 

burden of disassembly and sale in ham.

111 Khorezm region
Organization of painting fabric using a 

Printer
m2 160000 0,2 5 30 36

After processing an OK cloth using a color printer, it is worn and a realism is worn to 

the domestic market.

112 Khorezm region Jemper textile tsexi make up pcs 29040 0,3 5 14 36
Ip kalava is bought from the domestic market, and the finished product is absorbed 

into the realisation of the KHAM Mahalli market.

113 Khorezm region
Pipe profiles and wood Hi-tek style home 

appliances and inventory manufacture 
chiarish

pcs 9768 0,2 7 30 36
The current trend is the high demand in the domestic market for chicozes in the style 

of high-tech. For this reason, the traditional style requires switching to this style and 

introducing new technologies in kilinmock.

114 Khorezm region
PRODUCTION OF EUROPANJARA FROM 

WIRE
m2 50000 0,1 5 34 36

Prepare ground yongok flour and paste for consumption for condo products. 

Obtaining raw materials and selling ready-made products is carried out on the 

domestic market. 

115 Khorezm region
PRODUCTION OF CUP DISPOSABLE ECO-

BAGS
pcs 60000 0,1 4 26 34

We give up the plastic bag for the environment at maksadı we are currently putting a 

cup-time eco-bag into their urn at the end of the current kilish. 

116 Khorezm region PROSECHKA SETS FOR SUVOK WORKS m2 90000 0,1 4 24 30
Pulat lists are obtained from the ikchi market, and the realization of the domestic 

market for ready-made product procurement work is sought. 

117 Khorezm region PILLOW AND POUCH MAKING pcs 90000 0,1 4 30 36
Modern products are developed using traditional kurpa-pillows with different ularok 

equipment, and the realization of domestic markets is shrunk. 

118 Khorezm region PERFUME SOAP MAKING pcs 1000000 0,1 4 27 33
All products are purchased from the domestic market, and ready-made products are 

rolled out of realism to the domestic markets. 

119 Khorezm region
PRODUCTION OF CANDOLART 

PRODUCTS
kg 60000 0,1 4 23 34

In the manufacture of candolat products, all the ingredients in the current kilinadi 

Ham of new kurinish quality and taste are obtained from the domestic market. And 

ready-made products press the urn of imported analogues.  



120 Khorezm region TRAVERTINE DEVELOPMENT kg 450000 0,1 6 41 24
In Kuriish goods Sox, today the demand is dominated by bulgan products. When 

developing it, the maximum raw material is used. 

121 Khorezm region
70 megawatt kuyosh PHOTO Power 

Station in kuvvat set up kilish
mln kW 360 70,0 20 13 84

In 1 year there are 300 bridal days, and this is enough to get a solid energy. 

Removable electricity-energy is aimed at coping the advantages of industrial 

enterprises, which are used in the industry and the new establishment.

122 Khorezm region Organization of combicorm development tonn 2000 1,2 15 26 36
various types of cereal are produced from legumes and biomass. For coramole, kuy-

goats and poultry in the district, realism is kilinadi as Kushim ozuka.  

123 Khorezm region
Manufacture of glass lists from Quartz 

cumin grains
tonn 1200 1,2 25 15 36 There are sand reserves in the district

124 Khorezm region
Sorting and organizing sales of solid 

household waste
tonn 37000 0,8 25 65 14

In the district and in the adjacent districts, the Kattic household is processed kayta. 

The isolated chikindi are reduced to realism to kayta processing enterprises.

125 Khorezm region
Organization of production of canned 

coramol gushti (in the form of vacuum 
upakovka and tushenka)

tonn 1200 1,1 10 19 36
poultry Emi is bought from the domestic market, gusht caviar is sold to the market, 

and eggs are exported to domestic and foreign markets

126 Khorezm region
Manufacture of yoghurt-plastic 

composite materials
m3 5000 1,5 20 17 36

Uzkorgaschemic polyethylene granule and yagoch chikindi opilkas are used, and 

yagoch is reduced to the doskas by realism as mucobil varinate. 

127 Khorezm region Kilish established a flour mill tonn 15000000 5,2 25 11 36 The royal and imported bugday kayta is processed.

128 Khorezm region
Organization of production of Tomatnaya 

paste
MVt 10 2,0 15 16 36 3-4 SORT TOMATOES ARE PURCHASED FROM 79 HECTARES OF PARNIK 

129 Khorezm region Modern eco-Market Complex up kilish
number of 
shops and 

stalls
250 6,0 16 11 48

In the district, on an area of 2.5 hectares, a market curation has begun, the initiator of 

birok loyikha needs an investor in a quick launch.

130 Khorezm region
Organization of the manufacture of 

costume pants
pcs 87600 0,7 15 13 36

All types of fabric, yarn and accessories are sufficient in the domestic market, there is 

a need to make quality and discreet clothes using them. Clothes are prepared 

individually on the market and on the basis of orders.



131 Khorezm region

To organize the development of the 
production of kilib yoghurt products in 

the establishment of pavlonia tree 
plantations

pcs 8700 0,1 15 13 35
Effective use of Bush standing land, improving environmental conditions and 

generating income killiniadi organized in maksadi. To mine the extirpation that has 

been smeared on the shrinkage materials of akholi.

132 Khorezm region Center for agrologistics established kilish tonn 15000 7,0 60 23 48
Agrologistics on the basis of the Khorezm balik cluster 2000 tons lik kholodilnik 

organized together with kilish

133 Khorezm region Organization of milk kayta work tonn 3000 0,7 12 27 36
The Royal coramoles milk kayta is processed and the domestic and foreign markets 

are shrunk in realism. 

134 Khorezm region
Organize the preservation and 
caducization of fruit vegetables

pcs 600 0,8 6 13 36 THE DISTRICT WILL HELP INCREASE ITS EXPORTS TO $ 5,000,000 PER 20 ACRES. 

135 Khorezm region
Kilish established a school specializing in 

Anik Sciences
people 300 0,3 18 23 36 Ensuring the education of the youth of the district and encouraging the profession 

136 Khorezm region
Organization of the development of 

infusion drugs
bottles 60000 1,2 10 27 36

All components are sourced from the domestic market. Ready-made products 

crackle realism into the domestic market, and they hit the import urn.

137 Khorezm region
Organization of production of acrylic 

products
m2 150000 1,2 15 17 36

All raw materials are purchased from the domestic market. And ready-made 

products are absorbed into the domestic and foreign markets realizations.

138 Khorezm region Organization of the development of socks pair 300000 0,5 8 14 36
The necessary yarn is obtained in the domestic market, and ready-made products are 

absorbed into the domestic market of raw materials. 

139 Khorezm region
Bug bent yoghurt table and chair 
inventory making organization

pcs 5000 0,3 12 25,4 48
yoghurt and board materials from the secondary market are intensively processed, 

and the prepared products are absorbed into the domestic market by realism.

140 Khorezm region MDF from straw, cane and acorns m2 150000 2,5 15 15 36
Production of imported urn printing and export products on the basis of local raw 

materials

141 Khorezm region Organization of production of products" m2 150000 0,4 7 33 36
With the help of additional processing and bending on welded wire racks, hollow 

wall - tusks are made from them. From this, wall-tusks are in demand for them 

because they are relatively inexpensive. 



142 Khorezm region
To organize the development of wire bars 

for the landing of Psalms
m2 60000 1,5 8 14 36

Primary and secondary plastic products are used, and the finished product presses 

the urn of metal cheripisa and profnastil from imports.

143 Khorezm region
Organization of plastic cheripisa 

manufacturing
kg 300000 1,1 10 18 48

The production of kalbasa and smoked gusht products, which are designed to be 

disassembled from livestock and poultry gushti, is reduced to realism to the 

domestic market.

144 Khorezm region
Production of Kalbasa and smoked gusht 

products
M2 60000 0,4 5 29 36

With the help of a textile printer on the fabric of OK colors are worn over various 

flowers, naksh and shapes. Ready-made products are absorbed into the domestic 

markets by realism.

145 Khorezm region Cling up textile dyeing using Printer kg 120000 0,1 8 28,6 48
potatoes, lipsticks and Apple chips are being developed, and the domestic market is 

shrouded in realism. 

146 Khorezm region
Organization of production of potatoes 

and fruit chips
pcs 60000 0,2 10 24 36

bulgan, which has a constant and growing demand, is used for the production of 

these products in the district.

147 Khorezm region
Organization of the manufacture of 

diapers and women's hygienic tools for 
children

meter 350000 0,1 7 37,8 36
polyethylene granules and wires are obtained on the domestic market, and the 

finished product is absorbed into the domestic market by realism.

148 Khorezm region
Assembly and organization of industrial 

cable production
M2 1200000 0,3 17 37,3 36

IN THE KHOREZM REGION, THERE ARE 470 HECTARES OF ISSYK-KHANATE, AND 

THEY NEED TO REPLACE PLENKA 3 YEARS 1 TIME.  ULTRAFIOLET-RESISTANT 

PLENKA IS IN NEED OF DEVELOPMENT 

149 Khorezm region
Organization of tail beam-resistant 

plenka development for greenhouses
tonn 1000 0,1 6 40 36

Fruits and vegetables will bring income to the growing winter and autumn seasons 

from the sublimation of the mikdorda kılmasi kılış Kış and ostysh yukori kılış them in 

the fertile summer season.

150 Khorezm region
Preparation of dried fruit vegetables by 
sublimation method (grapes, apricots, 

apples, etc.
m2 200000 0,5 10 36 36

ALL FOLDING MATERIALS ARE PURCHASED FROM THE DOMESTIC MARKET, AND 

READY-MADE PRODUCTS ARE ABSORBED INTO THE DOMESTIC MARKETS BY 

REALISM.

151 Khorezm region Organization of production of Lenolium tonn 1500 0,3 10 36,6 36
A new activity is established by the hotel room of old tires, and wire, rubber 

crossbars are obtained from it.

152 Khorezm region
Tilting up the performance of used tires 

kayta
pcs 90000 1,2 10 13 60

The import lock of rubber raw materials is provided for in the niche. The production 

of rubber products, which are sold on the market in Kham, is carried out by copying 

the advantages of all the clay products included in the cooperative group



153 Khorezm region
Organization of production of rubber 

products
pcs 36000 1,5 18 29 36

It implies bending the grooves and profiles in a modern and beautiful form on the 

floor, which has been disassembled. Only the coupe in metal processing will end the 

shortcomings. Due to the abundance of exttiyoj yukori in khududu, such a twist will 

make the industrial cooperation even more chukur.  

154 Khorezm region
Cutting up the pipe and profile bending 

plant
pcs 25000 2,2 20 11 36

The implementation of the loixa is a component made of rusting-prone bulgan kora 

metal, and provides the aloxida Cymes with galvanic and powdered copulations.

155 Khorezm region
Galvanic and powdery copings to 

organize a dyeing plant in ham
pcs 120000 0,8 10 21 36

It prepares plastic bags of equipment and devices included in the kooerasiya guru, 

and from this it implies the development of products for sale with mustakil on the 

market.

156 Khorezm region
Organization of plastic bottling clamps 

factory
pcs 21000 5,5 35 18 36

Khar Khal form and electric motors in kuvvat are characterized by kismi, which 

Harakat the loikhas included in the cooperative guru. 

157 Khorezm region
Organization of the development of 

electric engines
pcs 300 / 150 2,2 35 15 36

Loyikha today presupposes the maxalization of equipment and devices that are being 

imported in kup mikdor and the printing of an import urn. 

158 Khorezm region
Development of motoblock and 

gazonokasilka
pcs 90000 5,2 35 14 36

Loiha has been maxaddening of scooter motorcycles and creating a national brand, 

which is sharply popularizing in the current vaccine.

159 Khorezm region
Scooter motorcycle development 

organization
order pieces 20000 5,5 30 17 36

Mining serious extensibility and requirements in industrial and metal processing. 

Laser cutting equipment, tokar and milling machine tools will help to develop clamps 

for series developments in annuals and kup mikdor with the help of equipment in the 

xam Boska yukori aniklik.

160 Khorezm region Instrumental Tsex up kilish pcs 12000 1,4 20 15 36 Loyixa delved into current issues in making different equipment and devices.

161 Khorezm region Organization of Reducer development pcs 25000/15000 1,7 22 16 36
it consists in the development of national analogues to electrical clamps of 

equipment, machines and devices


